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What is this?

These are the slides of the Introduction to redescription
mining tutorial, to be presented in the 2018 ACM SIGKDD
International Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data
Mining (kdd), London, UK, on August 19, 2018.

The most recent version of these slides can be found at http:
//siren.mpi-inf.mpg.de/tutorial_kdd2018/main/.
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Meet the tutors

Esther is a postdoctoral researcher in the Data Mining group at Aalto
University, Finland (on leave from Inria, France). She was previously
a postdoctoral researcher and part-time lecturer at the CS
department of Boston University, USA, after having obtained her PhD
in 2014 from the CS department at the University of Helsinki, Finland,
on the topic of redescription mining.

Pauli is a professor of data science at the University of Eastern
Finland. Previously he was a senior researcher and head of the area
Data Mining at the Max Planck Institute for Informatics, Germany. He
is also an Adjunct Professor of computer science at the University of
Helsinki, Finland, where he worked in Prof. Heikki Mannila’s group,
and received his PhD in 2009. His main research interest is in
Algorithmic Data Analysis. In particular, he has been working on
matrix decompositions over non-standard algebras and their
applications to data mining and on redescription mining.
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Part I

What is redescription mining?
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What is redescription mining?



Example: Authors and conferences

• The researchers that have published in FOCS, SODA, and
STOC are approximately the same researchers that have
published either with Awerbuch, Khanna, Tarjan, or Alon.

• The researchers that have published in VLDB, ICDM, SDM,
and SIGMOD are approximately the same researchers that
have either published with Han and Yu, or have published
with either Lin or Lonardi.

Where published With whom published

FOCS ∧ SODA ∧ STOC ∼ Awerbuch ∨ Khanna ∨ Tarjan ∨ Alon
VLDB ∧ ICDM ∧ SDM ∧ SIGMOD ∼ (Han ∧ Yu) ∨ Lin ∨ Lonardi
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Example: Authors and conferences cont’d

VLDB ∧ ICDM ∧ SDM ∧ SIGMOD ∼ (Han ∧ Yu) ∨ Lin ∨ Lonardi

D. Gunopulos
C.C. Aggarwal

P.S. Yu
E.J. Keogh

...

...

Conferences Co-authors
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Example: Mammals and biological niches

• The areas inhabited by either the Eurasian lynx or the
Canada lynx are approximately the same areas as those
where the maximum March temperature ranges from
−24.4 ◦C to 3.4 ◦C

Eurasian lynx ∨ Canada lynx ∼ [−24.4 ≤ t+3 < 3.4]
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Example: Mammals and biological niches

(Eurasian lynx ∧moose ∧ ¬ lesser white-toothed shrew)
∨ (Eurasian lynx ∧ ¬moose ∧ grey red-backed vole)
∨ (¬ Eurasian lynx ∧ grey red-backed vole)
∨ (¬ Eurasian lynx ∧ ¬ grey red-backed vole ∧ polar bear)

∼ [t−2 ≤ −6.9] ∧ [t+2 ≤ −0.6]
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Example: Football

[3 ≤ away yellow cards ≤ 5] ∼ [Referee = P. Dowd]

During the 2013–14 season in England’s Premier League, in 2⁄3
of the games where one P. Dowd was the referee, the away
team players were booked three to five times; however, the
opposite is not generally true. 11



Redescription mining: An informal definition

A redescription is a way to characterize roughly the same
entities in two (or more) different ways.

The goal of redescription mining is to find all redescriptions
that satisfy certain criteria:

• sets of described entities are similar enough
• the descriptions are of correct type and different
• . . .
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The data

• We assume the data comes in the form of tables (or
matrices) D1,D2, . . .

• Rows of tables correspond to entities E
• Columns of tables correspond to attributes A

• All tables in the input have the same number of rows
corresponding to the same entities

• Tables can be seen as functions Di : E × Ai → R

• Data D contains one or more tables, D = (D1,D2, . . .)

• Ex. 1: D1 = authors× conferences, D2 = authors× authors
• Ex. 2: D1 = locations× species, D2 = locations× climate

For more information, see E. Galbrun and P. Miettinen, Redescription Mining. 2018.
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The queries

• A query q : E → {false, true} is a Boolean function over the
entities that assings them a truth value

• E.g. FOCS ∧ SODA ∧ STOC, L. Lynx ∨ L. canadensis, . . .
• Queries can be restricted to specific query language Q

• Conjunctive queries, monotone queries, decision trees, . . .
• The support of a query q is the set of entities that
evaluate true in q

• supp(q) = {o ∈ E : q(o) = true}
• The Jaccard distance of a pair of queries (p,q) is

J(supp(p), supp(q)) = 1− |supp(p) ∩ supp(q)|
|supp(p) ∪ supp(q)|

• Two queries are similar if their distance is below
user-supplied threshold τ

• We write p ∼ q if J(p,q) ≤ τ
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Formal definition of redescription mining

A redescription r in query language Q over data D with
similarity threshold τ is a pair of queries (p,q) ∈ Q×Q over
disjoint sets of attributes such that p ∼ q (i.e. J(p,q) ≤ τ ).

• The queries cannot share attributes (variables)
• The queries must be similar enough

Given data D, query language Q, similarity threshold τ , and
other potential constraints, the goal of redescription mining is
to find all redescriptions in D that satisfy all the constraints.
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Putting it all together

VLDB ∧ ICDM ∧ SDM ∧ SIGMOD ∼ (Han ∧ Yu) ∨ Lin ∨ Lonardi

D. Gunopulos
C.C. Aggarwal

P.S. Yu
E.J. Keogh

...

...

Conferences Co-authors

Table D1 Table D2

Entities E

Attributes A

Query p Query q
Redescription r = (p,q)

supp(r)
= supp(p)∩

supp(q)
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Identifying interesting redescriptions

• Basic redescription mining is enumerative
• The goal is to list all redescriptions that satisfy constraints

• The redescriptions can
be repetitive and
uninteresting

• Right: Polar bears live in
cold places ⇒ mostly
not interesting

polar bear [−7.1 ≤ tMay ≤ −3.4]
polar bear [−16.7 ≤ tMar ≤ −11.5]
polar bear [−4.5 ≤ tmax

Oct ≤ −1.0]
polar bear [1.0 ≤ tmax

Sep ≤ 3.5]
polar bear [−9.6 ≤ tmax

Apr ≤ −5.6]
Top-5 redescriptions on mam-
mals data per accuracy

• Finding only interesting redecriptions is the goal of
redescription set mining
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Statistical significance

• Statistical significance over some null hypothesis can be
used as a proxy for interestingness

• H0: supp(p) and supp(q) are independent with expected
sizes of |supp(p)| and |supp(q)|

• Let α = |supp(p)| |supp(q)| /n2; then the p-value is
n∑

k=|supp(p,q)|

(
n
k

)
αk(1− α)n−k

• I.e. the tail of binomial distribution
• This is a rather weak null hypothesis
• And it doesn’t address the problem of repetitive
redescriptions

See N. Ramakrishnan et al., “Turning CARTwheels: An Alternating Algorithm for Mining Redescriptions”. In: KDD,
2004; other null hypotheses are covered in E. Galbrun and P. Miettinen, Redescription Mining. 2018.
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What is interesting?

• What is interesting is in the eye of the beholder
• Depends on what the user already knows

• De Bie3 recommends using maximum-entropy models for
subjective interestingness

• What we already know defines constraints
• Build a probability distribution over the data

• must admit the constraints
• has maximum entropy

• If a finding is unlikely in this model, it is interesting
• Add interesting findings as constraints and repeat

3 T. De Bie. “Maximum entropy models and subjective interestingness: an application to tiles in binary databases”.
In: Data Min. Knowl. Discov., 2011.
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Maximum-entropy models for redescription set mining

• We can add redescriptions one-by-one to the
maximum-entropy model

• Sorted by surprisingness

• Right: More interesting
redescriptions

• Learning the distribution
is challenging but can be
done

• Different variable
types and complex
queries

polar bear [. . .]

shrew ∧ mongoose [. . .]

mouse ∧ bat ∧ shrew [. . .]

wolverine [. . .]

mouse ∧ mole [. . .]

Top-5 redescriptions on
mammals per surprisingness

For more information, see J. Kalofolias, E. Galbrun and P. Miettinen, “From Sets of Good Redescriptions to Good
Sets of Redescriptions”. In: ICDM, 2016..
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The short history of redescriptions

2004 Ramakrishnan et al.5 defined redescriptions over Boolean
variables, using tree-like queries and Jaccard coefficient

2005 Zaki and Ramakrishnan6 studied the special case of
conjunctive queries over Boolean variables

2005 Parida and Ramakrishnan7 studied the properties of
arbitrary Boolean queries over Boolean variables

5 N. Ramakrishnan et al., “Turning CARTwheels: An Alternating Algorithm for Mining Redescriptions”. In: KDD, 2004.
6 M. J. Zaki and N. Ramakrishnan, “Reasoning About Sets Using Redescription Mining”. In: KDD, 2005.
7 L. Parida and N. Ramakrishnan, “Redescription Mining: Structure Theory and Algorithms”. In: AAAI, 2005.
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The short history of redescriptions cont’d

2008 Gallo et al.8 studied linearly-parsable queries over
Boolean variables

2008 Kumar et al.9 proposed storytelling
2012 Galbrun and Miettinen10 extended that to numerical and

categorical variables

8 A. Gallo, P. Miettinen and H. Mannila, “Finding Subgroups having Several Descriptions: Algorithms for
Redescription Mining”. In: SDM, 2008.
9 D. Kumar et al., “Algorithms for Storytelling”. In: IEEE Trans. Knowl. Data En., 2008.
10 E. Galbrun and P. Miettinen, “From black and white to full color: extending redescription mining outside the
Boolean world”. In: Stat. Anal. Data Min., 2012.
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The short history of redescriptions cont’d

2014 Galbrun and Kimmig11 proposed relational redescription
mining

2015 Zinchenko et al.12 studied tree-like queries with numerical
variables

2016 Kalofolias et al.13 use maximum-entropy principle for
finding sets of redescriptions

2017 Mihelčić14 propose another approach for redescription set
construction and another tree-based algorithm

11 E. Galbrun and A. Kimmig, “Finding relational redescriptions”. In: Mach. Learn., 2014.
12 T. Zinchenko, E. Galbrun and P. Miettinen, “Mining Predictive Redescriptions with Trees”. In: ICDM Workshops, 2015.
13 J. Kalofolias, E. Galbrun and P. Miettinen, “From Sets of Good Redescriptions to Good Sets of Redescriptions”. In:
ICDM, 2016.
14 M. Mihelčić et al., “A framework for redescription set construction”. In: Expert Syst. Appl., 2017.
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Related work



Redescriptions and association rule mining

• An association rule is a pair (p,q) of monotone
conjunctive queries over Boolean attributes

• Tarjan ∧ Karp ⇒ FOCS ∧ SODA ∧ STOC

• The quality of the rule is its confidence:

conf(p ⇒ q) = |supp(p) ∩ supp(q)|
|supp(p)|

• Redescriptions are bi-directional association rules
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Bi-directional association rules

• Jaccard coefficient is a lower bound of the confidence

|supp(p) ∩ supp(q)|
|supp(p)| ≥ |supp(p) ∩ supp(q)|

|supp(p) ∪ supp(q)|

• A redescription (p,q) is an association rule that has a
good confidence in both directions

• conf(p ⇒ q) and conf(q ⇒ p) are both high
• But p and q must be monotone, conjunctive queries
• Data must be binary
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Redescriptions and bi-directional association rules

• Jaccard is downwards-closed
• Association rules with high Jaccard can be found
efficiently using min-hashing trick15,16

• Redescription mining generalizes bi-directional
association rules:

• Binary, categorical, and numerical data
• Conjunctions, negations, and disjunctions (at least)

• The association rule mining connection motivates
algorithms

15 C. C. Aggarwal. Data Mining. 2015.
16 E. Cohen et al., “Finding interesting associations without support pruning”. In: IEEE Trans. Knowl. Data En., 2001.
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Redescriptions and alternating classification

• When one query is fixed, redescription mining turns into a
classification problem

• The training data are the entities and their attributes from
non-intersecting views

• The target y has yi = 1 if o ∈ supp(p) and 0 otherwise
• The goal is to find a q that classifies entities accordingly
• Quality measure is the Jaccard:

|{oi ∈ E : yi = 1 ∧ q(oi) = 1}|
|{oi ∈ E : yi = 1 ∨ q(oi) = 1}|

• After we have learned q, it defines new y as yi = q(oi) and
we can learn p

• Repeat until convergence
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Example

Two decision trees meeting each other
• Purple lines are entities
that are classified 1 on
both sides

• Red lines are classified 1
only on the left side

• Blue lines are classified
1 only on the right side

• Grey lines are 0 on both
sides
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Pros and cons

• Classification algorithms give “free” methods for
redescription mining

• But:
• The queries should be understandable

⇒ No SVMs or NNs
• The initial target needs to be defined somehow

• Hard especially for non-binary data

• Some existing methods are based on classification17,18

17 N. Ramakrishnan et al., “Turning CARTwheels: An Alternating Algorithm for Mining Redescriptions”. In: KDD, 2004.
18 T. Zinchenko, E. Galbrun and P. Miettinen, “Mining Predictive Redescriptions with Trees”. In: ICDM Workshops, 2015.
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Subgroup discovery

• Given entities and a target variable, subgroup discovery19
tries to identify a subgroup of the entities s.t.

• the subgroup is as large as possible
• the subgroup has as different statistics as possible
compared to the rest

• The subgroups are represented as queries over the
entities

• Numerical data and disjunctions can be handled
• The emphasis is on finding surprising groups given the
target variable

• Supervised contrast set and emerging pattern mining have
somewhat similar goals20

19 S. Wrobel. “An Algorithm for Multi-relational Discovery of Subgroups”. In: PKDD, 1997.
20 P. K. Novak, N. Lavrač and G. I. Webb, “Supervised Descriptive Rule Discovery: A Unifying Survey of Contrast Set,
Emerging Pattern and Subgroup Mining”. In: J. Mach. Learn. Res., 2009.
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Exceptional model mining

• In subgroup discovery, the target is a variable
• In exceptional model mining21 the target is a model
• Example:

• House price in some area correlates linearly with the size
of the house

p̂rice = 34136+ 6.60size

• With houses that have a driveway, a recreational room, and
at least two bathrooms, there’s almost no correlation

21 D. Leman, A. Feelders and A. J. Knobbe, “Exceptional Model Mining”. In: ECML-PKDD, 2008.
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Subgroups and redescriptions

• Redescription mining is unsupervised
• Quality functions are different

• Subgroup discovery often maximizes the size and
surprisingness in one function

• Redescription mining constraints the minimum size
• Exceptional model mining can handle models

• Still supervised
• Interesting potential extension to redescription mining
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Subspace clustering

• A query can be seen as a
subspace cluster over the data

• The elements are similar over
the attributes in the query

• Similarity = within the interval
• Query is also a bicluster over the
data

• The attributes in the query
select the columns

• The query selects the rows
(entities)

Conferences

For more information, see P. Kröger and A. Zimek, “Subspace Clustering Techniques”. In: Enc. of DB Sys., 2009.
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Queries and subspace clusters

• Entities selected by a query do not need to be ‘close’ in
the subspace defined by the attributes

• The intervals can be wide
• Especially if negated!

• Disjunctions allow only some of the attributes to match

• Clusters are axis-parallel
• CLIQUE23 is an example of subspace clustering algorithm
finding redescription-style queries as clusters’ minimal
descriptions

23 R. Agrawal et al., “Automatic Subspace Clustering of High Dimensional Data for Data Mining Applications”. In:
SIGMOD Rec., 1998.
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Redescriptions and biclusters

• A query q is a way to define a bicluster
• The entities are implicitly defined by supp(q)
• The quality might not be good in the traditional sense

• A redescription is a pair of biclusters with roughly the
same entities (‘rows’)

• Jin et al.24 build redescriptions by pairing biclusters
• Two biclusters are paired if their entities are similar
enough

• Redescriptions could also be over the biclusters, resulting
in more complex queries

24 Y. Jin, T. M. Murali and N. Ramakrishnan, “Compositional mining of multirelational biological datasets”. In: ACM
Trans. Knowl. Disc. Data, 2008.
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Multi-view data mining

• Multi-view data mining generalizes data mining methods
to multi-view data

• Multi-view clustering25 clusters two (or more) data sets
• The clusters must have a high consensus, i.e. low entropy

• Multi-view subgroup discovery26 is subgroup discovery
over multiple data sets

• Multi-view matrix factorization factorizes a pair of
matrices (A,B) as A ≈ XY and B ≈ XZ

• Quality is measured in reconstruction error
• Applied to non-negative matrices27, tensors28, and Boolean
matrices29, among others

25 S. Bickel and T. Scheffer, “Multi-View Clustering”. In: ICDM, 2004.
26 L. Umek et al., “Subgroup Discovery in Data Sets with Multi-dimensional Responses: A Method and a Case Study
in Traumatology”. In: AIME, 2009.
27 S. K. Gupta et al., “Regularized nonnegative shared subspace learning”. In: Data Min. Knowl. Disc., 2013.
28 S. A. Khan and S. Kaski, “Bayesian Multi-view Tensor Factorization”. In: ECML-PKDD, 2014.
29 P. Miettinen. “On Finding Joint Subspace Boolean Matrix Factorizations”. In: SDM, 2012.
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Summary of related methods

• Redescription mining combines two old data analysis
problems:

1. How to find interesting (local) patterns from the data
• Subgroup discovery, subspace clustering, . . .

2. How to find (and work with) multiple views of the data
• Multi-view clustering, shared subspace factorizations, . . .

• Existing methods take different approaches and have
different goals

• Can (and should) motivate redescription algorithms
• Do not work directly
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Part II

Algorithms
for redescription mining
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Combining frequent itemsets into
redescriptions



Combining frequent itemsets into redescriptions

• Redescriptions are bi-directional association rules
• Reuse frequent itemset mining (FIM) methods to build
redescriptions

• Splitting an itemset between sides does not guarantee a
good match of supports

Mine frequent itemsets for sides separately, then combine
across sides
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Refresher on FIM

Itemset: conjunction of positive Boolean variables

• Given support threshold σ, an itemset is frequent if it
occurs more than σ times

• An itemset is closed if none of its supersets has same
support

Many algorithms have been proposed for mining frequent
itemsets, including Apriori,30 Eclat31 and FP-growth32

30 R. Agrawal and R. Srikant, “Fast Algorithms for Mining Association Rules in Large Databases”. In: VLDB, 1994.
31 M. J. Zaki et al., “New Algorithms for Fast Discovery of Association Rules”. In: KDD, 1997.
32 J. Han, J. Pei and Y. Yin, “Mining frequent patterns without candidate generation”. In: SIGMOD Rec., 2000.
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The MID algorithm

• Mine patterns for each side separately:
1. Mine closed frequent itemsets
2. Compute p-value of itemsets

for the independent items null-model
3. Select top-N itemsets
4. Combine itemsets using ∧ and ∨
5. Iterate (3) and (4) up to level k

• Collect patterns pairs across the sides with sufficient
accuracy

A. Gallo, P. Miettinen and H. Mannila, “Finding Subgroups having Several Descriptions: Algorithms for Redescription
Mining”. In: SDM, 2008.
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Mining redescriptions with the CHARM-L algorithm

CHARM34 is a frequent itemset mining algorithm that operates
on the closed itemset lattice.

Its variant CHARM-L explicitly constructs the lattice.

BLOSOM35 is a generalization of CHARM for mining closed
Boolean expressions beyond conjunctions, with specific
closure operators also for disjunctions, DNF and CNF.

34 M. J. Zaki and C.-J. Hsiao, “Efficient Algorithms for Mining Closed Itemsets and their Lattice Structure”. In: IEEE
Trans. Knowl. Data En., 2005.
35 L. Zhao, M. J. Zaki and N. Ramakrishnan, “BLOSOM: A framework for mining arbitrary boolean expressions”. In:
KDD, 2006.
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Mining redescriptions with the CHARM-L algorithm

Zaki and Ramakrishnan36 introduced a method to extract all
minimal exact conditional redescriptions from the closed
itemset lattice returned by CHARM-L.

A conditional redescription is an expression (X, Y)|Z
where X, Y and Z are itemsets
such that X ̸= ∅, Y ̸= ∅ and X ∩ Y = X ∩ Z = Y ∩ Z = ∅.

It is exact if supp(X ∪ Z) = supp(Y ∪ Z), i.e. the redescription
(X, Y) conditioned on Z has J = 0.

36 M. J. Zaki and N. Ramakrishnan, “Reasoning About Sets Using Redescription Mining”. In: KDD, 2005.
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Mining redescriptions with the CHARM-L algorithm

1. Build the closed itemset lattice
using CHARM-L

2. Compute the minimal generators for
the closed itemsets

3. For each closed itemset together
with its minimal generators,
generate the associated
(conditional) redescriptions

Closed Freq. Itemset: d2
Minimal Gen.: {d2}

d2 d4
{d4}

d1 d2 d4 d5
{d1}, {d5}

d2 d3
{d3}

d1 d2 d3 d4 d5
{d1, d3}, {d3, d4}, {d3, d5}

M. J. Zaki and N. Ramakrishnan, “Reasoning About Sets Using Redescription Mining”. In: KDD, 2005.
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A CP alternative

Guns et al. proposed a constraint programming alternative for
mining exact conjunctive redescriptions.38

38 T. Guns, S. Nijssen and L. De Raedt, “k-Pattern Set Mining under Constraints”. In: IEEE Trans. Knowl. Data En., 2013.
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Mining redescriptions with decision
trees



Mining redescriptions with decision trees

A redescription seen as two decision trees meeting each other

polar bear polar bear 

grey red-backed vole grey red-backed vole 

grey red-backed vole grey red-backed vole 

lesser white-toothed shrew lesser white-toothed shrew 

moose moose 

Eurasian lynx Eurasian lynx 

t2+≤ -0.6t2+≤ -0.6

t2-≤ -6.9t2-≤ -6.9
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Mining redescriptions with decision trees

When one query is fixed, redescription mining turns into a
classification problem

t2+≤ -0.6t2+≤ -0.6

t2-≤ -6.9t2-≤ -6.9
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Mining redescriptions with decision trees

When one query is fixed, redescription mining turns into a
classification problem

• Reuse classification methods to build redescriptions
• Require understandable queries:

classification and regression trees (CART)

Classification with CART’s while alternating sides
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Refresher on CART’s

Decision tree: structure representing a succession of tests and
possible classification or regression outcomes

Leaf node decision
(class/value)

Other node test on an
attribute’s value

y = 0

y = 1

y = 0

y = 1

vb = 1

va ≥ 2

vc = 4

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes
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Refresher on CART’s

Building trees iteratively

vb

va

vc

1. For each attribute calculate
the entropy of split test

2. Select test with lowest
entropy

3. Append new decision node
for this test

4. Split the data according to
the test outcome

5. Recurse on each subset
separately

L. Breiman et al., Classification and regression trees. 1984.
J. Quinlan. “Induction of Decision Trees”. In: Mach. Learn., 1986.
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Refresher on CART’s

Building trees iteratively

vb

va

vc

Stop if
• All entities in the subset
belong to same class

• No test yields any
improvement

• Maximum depth is reached

Add leave nodes with majority
class as decision

L. Breiman et al., Classification and regression trees. 1984.
J. Quinlan. “Induction of Decision Trees”. In: Mach. Learn., 1986.
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The CARTwheels algorithm

• Start with some initial target

N. Ramakrishnan et al., “Turning CARTwheels: An Alternating Algorithm for Mining Redescriptions”. In: KDD, 2004.
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The CARTwheels algorithm

• Build a classification tree over left-hand side variables

vb

va

vc

vd

ve

vf

vg

N. Ramakrishnan et al., “Turning CARTwheels: An Alternating Algorithm for Mining Redescriptions”. In: KDD, 2004.
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The CARTwheels algorithm

• Relabel the entities in the leaves of the tree

vb

va

vc

vd

ve

vf

vg

N. Ramakrishnan et al., “Turning CARTwheels: An Alternating Algorithm for Mining Redescriptions”. In: KDD, 2004.
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The CARTwheels algorithm

• Use these new labels as the target

N. Ramakrishnan et al., “Turning CARTwheels: An Alternating Algorithm for Mining Redescriptions”. In: KDD, 2004.
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The CARTwheels algorithm

• Build a classification tree over right-hand side variables

um

ul

un

uo

up

uq

ur

N. Ramakrishnan et al., “Turning CARTwheels: An Alternating Algorithm for Mining Redescriptions”. In: KDD, 2004.
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The CARTwheels algorithm

• Relabel the entities in the leaves of the tree

um

ul

un

uo

up

uq

ur

N. Ramakrishnan et al., “Turning CARTwheels: An Alternating Algorithm for Mining Redescriptions”. In: KDD, 2004.
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The CARTwheels algorithm

• Continue to alternate...

N. Ramakrishnan et al., “Turning CARTwheels: An Alternating Algorithm for Mining Redescriptions”. In: KDD, 2004.
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The CARTwheels algorithm

• Obtain a pair of trees matched at the leaves

vb

va

vc

vd

ve

vf

vg

um

ul

un

uo

up

uq

ur

N. Ramakrishnan et al., “Turning CARTwheels: An Alternating Algorithm for Mining Redescriptions”. In: KDD, 2004.
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The CARTwheels algorithm

• Select the branches leading to positive leaves

vb

va

vc

vd

ve

vf

vg

um

ul

un

uo

up

uq

ur

N. Ramakrishnan et al., “Turning CARTwheels: An Alternating Algorithm for Mining Redescriptions”. In: KDD, 2004.
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The CARTwheels algorithm

• Compute the support

vb

va

vc

vd

ve

vf

vg

um

ul

un

uo

up

uq

ur

N. Ramakrishnan et al., “Turning CARTwheels: An Alternating Algorithm for Mining Redescriptions”. In: KDD, 2004.
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The CARTwheels algorithm

• Initial target:
• Random binary vector
• Binary vector from Boolean variable

• Improve exploration by avoiding too fast convergence:
• Assign second best class label to leaf
• Choose non-optimal splitting test
• Add some randomization

N. Ramakrishnan et al., “Turning CARTwheels: An Alternating Algorithm for Mining Redescriptions”. In: KDD, 2004.
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The CARTwheels algorithm

i

d

c

a

ii

f

h

g

iii

b

c

d

. . .

iv

a

b

c

v

h

f

e

N. Ramakrishnan et al., “Turning CARTwheels: An Alternating Algorithm for Mining Redescriptions”. In: KDD, 2004.
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The SplitT algorithm
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T. Zinchenko, E. Galbrun and P. Miettinen, “Mining Predictive Redescriptions with Trees”. In: ICDM Workshops, 2015.
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The LayeredT algorithm
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T. Zinchenko, E. Galbrun and P. Miettinen, “Mining Predictive Redescriptions with Trees”. In: ICDM Workshops, 2015.
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Common stage: pairing
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iii
N. Ramakrishnan et al., “Turning CARTwheels: An Alternating Algorithm for Mining Redescriptions”. In: KDD, 2004.
T. Zinchenko, E. Galbrun and P. Miettinen, “Mining Predictive Redescriptions with Trees”. In: ICDM Workshops, 2015.
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The CLUS-RM algorithm

Mihelčić49 proposed a different tree-based algorithm using
multi-target Predictive Clustering Trees (PCT).

49M. Mihelčić et al., “A framework for redescription set construction”. In: Expert Syst. Appl., 2017.
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Multi-target Predictive Clustering Trees

Predictive clustering trees (PCT) are a type of decision tree

• predict multiple target attributes at once
• succession of tests that group the entities into
increasingly homogeneous clusters

• generating a hierarchical clustering of the entities

H. Blockeel, L. De Raedt and J. Ramon, “Top-down induction of clustering trees”. In: ICML, 1998.
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The CLUS-RM algorithm

Initialization

For either side s of the data set separately

• extend the data with randomized variants of the original
entities

• induce a PCT discriminating between original and random
entities

• generate initial set of queries Q(0)
s from the branches of

the PCT

M. Mihelčić et al., “A framework for redescription set construction”. In: Expert Syst. Appl., 2017.
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The CLUS-RM algorithm

Generation and pairing rounds

For a given set of queries Q

• generate multi-dimensional target τ such that τ(i, j)
indicates whether entity i belongs to the support of query j

• induce a PCT over the opposite side of the original data
table (without random entities)

M. Mihelčić et al., “A framework for redescription set construction”. In: Expert Syst. Appl., 2017.
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The CLUS-RM algorithm

Generation and pairing rounds

Run two processes alternating between the two sides
In each round

• select the best queries from Q(k)
s

• combine queries into disjuntive queries
• pair with queries collected from Q(k−1)

t (opposite side
during previous round)

M. Mihelčić et al., “A framework for redescription set construction”. In: Expert Syst. Appl., 2017.
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The CLUS-RM algorithm

For diversity, a forest of PCT is used in addition to single tree

A refinement procedure is introduced, to filter the result set of
redescriptions

M. Mihelčić et al., “A framework for redescription set construction”. In: Expert Syst. Appl., 2017.
M. Mihelčić et al., “Redescription mining augmented with random forest of multi-target predictive clustering trees”.
In: J. of Intell. Inf. Syst., 2017.
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Building redescriptions greedily



Building redescriptions greedily

Start from a pair of singleton queries
(i.e. one variable on each side)

Try to extend the query on either side
by appending a literal using ∨ or ∧

Stop if:

• The maximum length of query has been reached
• No improvement of accuracy is possible
• Previously seen redescription is repeated
• Some other constraint (support, p-value) is broken
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The Greedy algorithm

Xp

A B C D E A B C D

A
A

A. Gallo, P. Miettinen and H. Mannila, “Finding Subgroups having Several Descriptions: Algorithms for Redescription
Mining”. In: SDM, 2008.
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The Greedy algorithm

Initial pair Xp

A B C D E A B C D

A
A

A. Gallo, P. Miettinen and H. Mannila, “Finding Subgroups having Several Descriptions: Algorithms for Redescription
Mining”. In: SDM, 2008.
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The Greedy algorithm

Try to extend one side Xp

A B C D E A B C D

A ? ?
A

A. Gallo, P. Miettinen and H. Mannila, “Finding Subgroups having Several Descriptions: Algorithms for Redescription
Mining”. In: SDM, 2008.
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The Greedy algorithm

Try to append ∧ B to left hand side Xp

A B C D E A B C D?

A ∧ B
A

A. Gallo, P. Miettinen and H. Mannila, “Finding Subgroups having Several Descriptions: Algorithms for Redescription
Mining”. In: SDM, 2008.
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The Greedy algorithm

Try to append ∨ B to left hand side Xp

A B C D E A B C D?

A ∨ B
A

A. Gallo, P. Miettinen and H. Mannila, “Finding Subgroups having Several Descriptions: Algorithms for Redescription
Mining”. In: SDM, 2008.
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The Greedy algorithm

…after few iterationsXp

A EB C D A B DC

A ∧ E
(A ∧ D) ∨ B

J(qL, qR) = 1− 4
1+ 4+ 1

= 0.34

A. Gallo, P. Miettinen and H. Mannila, “Finding Subgroups having Several Descriptions: Algorithms for Redescription
Mining”. In: SDM, 2008.
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The ReReMi algorithm

Xp

A B C D E A B C D

E. Galbrun and P. Miettinen, “From black and white to full color: extending redescription mining outside the
Boolean world”. In: Stat. Anal. Data Min., 2012.
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Discretization

Previous methods Discretization as a pre-processing step
• Use one variable per category
• Bucket real-valued attributes
• Leads to an explosion of the nb. of variables
• Requires extensive domain knowledge

With ReReMi Discretization within the algorithm
• Optimal interval determined on-the-fly
• No pre-processing

E. Galbrun and P. Miettinen, “From black and white to full color: extending redescription mining outside the
Boolean world”. In: Stat. Anal. Data Min., 2012.
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The ReReMi algorithm

Xp

A B C D E A B C D

b6

b4

b1

b3

b7

b4

b1

b3

b8

b6

?

[ aλ ≤ A ≤ aρ ] ∧ [λ ≤ B≤ ρ]

A

1− J(qL ∧ [λ ≤ B ≤ ρ],qR) =

|E1,1([λ≤B≤ρ])|
|E1,0([λ≤B≤ρ])|+|E0,1|+|E1,1|

E. Galbrun and P. Miettinen, “From black and white to full color: extending redescription mining outside the
Boolean world”. In: Stat. Anal. Data Min., 2012.
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The ReReMi algorithm

Xp

A B C D E A B C D?

[ aλ ≤ A ≤ aρ ] ∧ [ b1 ≤ B ≤ b4 ]

A

1− J(qL ∧ [λ ≤ B ≤ ρ],qR) =

|E1,1([λ≤B≤ρ])|
|E1,0([λ≤B≤ρ])|+|E0,1|+|E1,1|

E. Galbrun and P. Miettinen, “From black and white to full color: extending redescription mining outside the
Boolean world”. In: Stat. Anal. Data Min., 2012.
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Finding the Best Interval

Ordering the values and finding the best cut points

A B C D E A B C D

b6

b4

b1

b3

b7

b4

b1

b3

b8

b6

?

b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7 b8 b9 b10 b11

1− J(qL ∧ [λ ≤ B ≤ ρ],qR) =

|E1,1([λ≤B≤ρ])|
|E1,0([λ≤B≤ρ])|+|E0,1|+|E1,1|

E. Galbrun and P. Miettinen, “From black and white to full color: extending redescription mining outside the
Boolean world”. In: Stat. Anal. Data Min., 2012.
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Algorithm’s outline

1. for each best singleton redescription
2. while there are extendable redescriptions
3. try to extend the queries
4. for each free variable and each Boolean operator
5. find the best interval
6. select the best extensions
7. return the redescriptions
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A taxonomy of redescription mining algorithms

Mine and pair/split

Atomic updates
Alternating scheme

HeuristicExhaustive
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Part III

Applications, variants and
extensions of redescription mining
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Biology: Alzheimer’s disease patient
study



Alzheimer’s disease patient study

Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is an irreversible neurodegenerative
disease resulting in progressive deterioration of cognitive
abilities and behavioural control due to synapse and neuron
loss

The Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)61 is a
cooperative study that aims to improve clinical trials for the
prevention and treatment of AD

61http://adni.loni.usc.edu/
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Data

The ADNI collected data about patients with different levels of
cognitive impairment:

CN control normal, healthy participants
SMC significant memory concern
EMCI early mild cognitive impairment
LMCI late mild cognitive impairment
AD probable Alzheimer’s Disease

M. Mihelčić et al., “Using redescription mining to relate clinical and biological characteristics of cognitively
impaired and Alzheimer’s disease patients”. In: PLOS ONE, 2017.
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Goal

Relate clinical and biological characteristics of patients

Clinical attributes

• medical observations
• answer to questionnaires
• results of cognitive tests

Biological attributes

• genetic markers
• measurements from blood samples
• measurements from brain imaging

M. Mihelčić et al., “Using redescription mining to relate clinical and biological characteristics of cognitively
impaired and Alzheimer’s disease patients”. In: PLOS ONE, 2017.
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Method

Mine redescriptions with PCT-based algorithm CLUS-RM

• multiple subsets of redescriptions
• chosen subset size
• chosen support ranges
• boost score if selected attributes occur

Perform redescription set analysis

• compare the distribution of patients of the different
impairment groups in the support of redescriptions

• identify frequently co-occurring attributes

M. Mihelčić et al., “A framework for redescription set construction”. In: Expert Syst. Appl., 2017.
M. Mihelčić et al., “Redescription mining augmented with random forest of multi-target predictive clustering trees”.
In: J. of Intell. Inf. Syst., 2017.
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Results

• largely confirm findings of previous studies
• show strong association of pregnancy-associated plasma
protein-A (PAPP-A) with cognitive status that requires
further investigation

M. Mihelčić et al., “Using redescription mining to relate clinical and biological characteristics of cognitively
impaired and Alzheimer’s disease patients”. In: PLOS ONE, 2017.
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Ecology: Dental traits analysis



Ecometrics

Ecometrics: computational methodology aiming to identify and
model functional relationships between traits of organisms
and their environments

M. Fortelius et al., “Fossil mammals resolve regional patterns of Eurasian climate change over 20 million years”. In:
Evol Ecol Res, 2002.
L. Liu et al., “Dental functional traits of mammals resolve productivity in terrestrial ecosystems past and present”.
In: Proc Roy Soc [Biol], 2012.
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Dental traits as environment proxy

• In this study, considered traits are teeth of large
plant-eating mammals

• Interface between the animal and the plant food
• expect teeth to be adapted to plant food present in the
environment

• expect dental traits to carry a signal of environmental
conditions

I. Žliobaitė et al., “Herbivore teeth predict climatic limits in Kenyan ecosystems”. In: PNAS, 2016.
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Analyzing dental traits

Look for patterns of association between

• dental traits of large plant-eating mammals
• bioclimatic variables
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Dental traits

• For each considered taxon, look at the characteristics of
one specific tooth (dominant upper molar)

• Score different characteristics of the tooth according to a
scoring scheme70

• Determine consensus score from a few specimen teeth
• Ignore variations within a taxon

70 I. Žliobaitė et al., “Herbivore teeth predict climatic limits in Kenyan ecosystems”. In: PNAS, 2016.
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Dental traits

Antelope (Kobus kob)
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Dental traits

Black rhinoceros (Diceros bicornis)
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Dental traits

Moose (Alces alces)
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Dental traits

Horse (Equus)

Hypsodonty height of a tooth HYP ∈ {1, 2, 3}
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Dental traits

Hypsodonty height of a tooth HYP ∈ {1, 2, 3}
Horizodonty length of the functional surface HOD ∈ {1, 2, 3}
Acute Lophs sharp edges across the chewing dir. AL ∈ {0, 1}
Obtuse Lophs blunt edges across the chewing dir. OL ∈ {0, 1}
Structural Fortification of cusps reinforcement of the pointed

structures on the tooth SF ∈ {0, 1}
…

Tooth sizes are 
not to scale.

E. Galbrun et al., “Computational biomes: The ecometrics of large mammal teeth”. In: Palaeontol Electron, 2018.
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Datasets

Entities sites around the globe, units in geographic grid
Left-hand side dental traits averaged over occurring species
Right-hand side bioclimatic variables derived from

temperature and precipitation records
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Results

Identified three global zones, each associated to particular
teeth characteristics and a specific climate

• boreal-temperate moist zone
• tropical moist zone
• tropical-subtropical dry zone

E. Galbrun et al., “Computational biomes: The ecometrics of large mammal teeth”. In: Palaeontol Electron, 2018.
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Boreal-temperate moist zone

qD = [Hyp2 ≤ 0.333] ∧ [1 ≤ Hod1]
∧ [AL ≤ 0.056] ∧ [0.75 ≤ OL]

qC = [T∼WarmQ ≤ 18.3] ∧ [T∼ColdQ ≤ 6]
J = 0.32 |supp| = 6517 supp% = 22.56

Support sites in North America, Europe,
Eastern Siberia and the Tibetan plateau

Dental traits low crown, presence of obtuse lophs
Climate temperate-cold climate

E. Galbrun et al., “Computational biomes: The ecometrics of large mammal teeth”. In: Palaeontol Electron, 2018.
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Tropical moist zone

qD = ([0.846 ≤ Hyp1] ∧ [OL ≤ 0.4])
∨ [0.033 ≤ OT ≤ 0.138] ∧ [Hyp3 ≤ 0.348]

qC = [67 ≤ TIso] ∧ [17.7 ≤ T+WarmM ≤ 35.8]
J = 0.33 |supp| = 6694 supp% = 23.17

Support sites near the equator in Africa, South America,
and Asia

Dental traits durability of the teeth, presence of cutting
structures and occlusion properties

Climate hot climate and low temperature seasonality

E. Galbrun et al., “Computational biomes: The ecometrics of large mammal teeth”. In: Palaeontol Electron, 2018.
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Tropical-subtropical dry zone

qD = ([0.346 ≤ Hyp3] ∧ [AL ≤ 0.095])
∨ [0.444 ≤ Hyp2] ∨ [0.429 ≤ SF ≤ 0.455]

qC = [13.8 ≤ TRngY ≤ 50.3]
∧ [91 ≤ PSeason ≤ 164]

J = 0.52 |supp| = 5073 supp% = 17.56

Support sites in equatorial Africa excluding rain forest,
in Central-South Asia

Dental traits high hypsodonty and low share of acute lophs
Climate high precipitation seasonality

E. Galbrun et al., “Computational biomes: The ecometrics of large mammal teeth”. In: Palaeontol Electron, 2018.
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Political sciences: Analyzing poll
data



Questions

Opinion polls can be used to answer questions like

• What characterises politicians who don’t support nuclear
power?

• What traits do politicians who do not support legalising
euthanasia share?

• What do politicians who, in 2011, didn’t want to cut
development aid think today about reducing immigration?

But what if we don’t know the questions to ask?

What if we have collected the data for other purposes?
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Data on politicians’ opinions

Data:
• Finnish parliamentary elections’ candidates’ opinions and
background info from two voting advice applications

• A VAA is an online app that helps the voters to find a
candidate that agrees with their opinions

• Two data sets from two elections (2011 and 2015)
• Only candidates who ran in both elections are considered

Finnish politics:
• Unicameral parliament with 200 MPs
• Multi-party system, currently eight parties have MPs
• Elections every four years
• Complete open list: parties do not impose any ordering
on the candidates
⇒ Candidates can’t just follow the party platform
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Mining redescriptions from VAAs

Background vs. opinions
• Socio-economical background data

• Age, gender, education, income, job title/type, party, . . .
• Answers to the VAA’s questions

• ‘Divisive’ policy questions; designed to cause maximal
spread and be interesting

• Boolean, categorical, and numerical; missing values

Old opinions vs. new opinions
• Answers from 2011 vs. answers from 2015
• Different questions

• Different VAAs, different topics were ‘hot’

From E. Galbrun and P. Miettinen, “Analysing Political Opinions Using Redescription Mining”. In: ICDM Workshops,
2016.
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Who doesn’t want nuclear power?

[51 ≤ Age ≤ 58] ∨ [7 ≤ EduLvl] ∨ ¬MP ∼ ¬Q3.NuclearPow

From E. Galbrun and P. Miettinen, “Analysing Political Opinions Using Redescription Mining”. In: ICDM Workshops,
2016. 99



Changing(?) opinions

[Q9:CutPblExpend ̸= RedDvlAid] ∼ [Q139.limit.immigrat.bc.terrorism ≤ 1]

• Those who didn’t want to cut public expenditure by
reducing the development aid in 2011
are the same who in 2015 didn’t want to limit immigration
because of terrorism

From E. Galbrun and P. Miettinen, “Analysing Political Opinions Using Redescription Mining”. In: ICDM Workshops,
2016.
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Changing(?) opinions

[Q9:CutPblExpend ̸= RedDvlAid] ∼ [Q139.limit.immigrat.bc.terrorism ≤ 1]

[Q17:NATO ̸= YesNotSoon] ∧ ¬Q31:GvtPrt:RKP
∧[Q27:MunOutsource ̸= IncButChoose]

∼ [Q137.NATO.is.good ≤ −1]

• Those who in 2011 didn’t want to join NATO and didn’t
want to increase municipal outsourcing
are the same who in 2015 didn’t think joining NATO is good
for Finland

From E. Galbrun and P. Miettinen, “Analysing Political Opinions Using Redescription Mining”. In: ICDM Workshops,
2016.
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Circuit Design: Sequential
Equivalence Checking



Sequential equivalence checking

• Equivalence checking aims at establishing that two
circuits perform equivalently

• Usually, original and optimized circuits
• Traditionally: logical or combinatorial equivalence
checking

• Some circuits are logically inequivalent but perform the
same
⇒ More capable equivalence checking methods are needed

• Sequential equivalence checking is used to test
sequential circuits

• The circuits run in loops

Application from N. Goel et al., “Mining Complex Boolean Expressions for Sequential Equivalence Checking”. In:
ATS, 2010.
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Example circuit

a1 a2 · · · an b1 b2 · · · bm

. . . . . .

PI’s

Original circuit Optimized circuit
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Don’t care set

• Sequential equivalence checking needs to consider a
huge state space

• A don’t care set is a collection of illegal configurations
• E.g. if whenever a1 = 1 and a2 = 0 in the original circuit, the
optimized has b1 = 1 and b2 = 1, and vice versa

• Now configurations violating this constraint become illegal
• (1, 0, . . .), (0, 1, . . .) or (0, 0, . . .), (1, 1, . . .) etc.

• The constraints are redescriptions
• a1 ∧ ¬a2 ∼ b1 ∧ b2

• Adding constraints in the don’t care set allows for efficient
pruning of the search space
⇒ Faster and more scalable equivalency checking
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Redescription mining for finding the constraints (sketch)

1. The circuits are simulated with different random primary
inputs

• The flip-flop values are stored in inputs-by-flip-flops
binary matrices

2. Exact redescriptions are found from these matrices using
BLOSOM

3. The validity of the redescriptions as constraints is tested
using a SAT solver

• The equivalency of the circuits under the constraints is
tested up to certain number of iterations

From N. Goel et al., “Mining Complex Boolean Expressions for Sequential Equivalence Checking”. In: ATS, 2010.
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Storytelling



Storytelling

A story from start point s to end point e is a sequence of
queries (q1,q2, . . . ,qk) such that qi and qi+1 are similar for all
i = 1, . . . , k

The start points can be either

• queries: we require s = q1 and e = qk, or
• objects: we require s ∈ supp(q1) and e ∈ supp(qk).

Proposed algorithms for storytelling embed a redescription
algorithm into an A⋆ search procedure to build a sequence of
queries.81

81 D. Kumar et al., “Algorithms for Storytelling”. In: IEEE Trans. Knowl. Data En., 2008.
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Storytelling

Pa
ir
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ixe

d
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at
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sp
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Ba
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ga

m
e

Badminton
Beach Volley

Diving
Equestrian

Football
Handball
Rowing
Sailing

Swimming
Synchronized S.

Tennis

Water sport ∼ Pair J =0.5
Pair ∼ Mixed J =0.5

• Redescriptions sharing queries can
be chained

• Linking Water sport to Mixed,
Rowing to Tennis.
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Connecting the dots between PubMed articles

1. Select start and end point molecules
2. Collect documents mentioning the molecules,

exclude review articles
3. Model documents using Bag-of-Words representation
4. Apply storytelling algorithm

(objects: documents, attributes: words)
5. Identify representative documents from support sets
6. Filter stories with coherent context
7. Filter sentence cohesion and select representatives

M. S. Hossain et al., “Connecting the Dots between PubMed Abstracts”. In: PLoS ONE, 2012.
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Connecting the dots between PubMed articles

Minimum clique size: minimum support threshold for the
redescriptions

Distance threshold: Soergel distance between documents

D(di,dj) =

∑
t

∣∣∣wt,di − wt,dj

∣∣∣∑
tmax(wt,di ,wt,dj)

M. S. Hossain et al., “Connecting the Dots between PubMed Abstracts”. In: PLoS ONE, 2012.
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Connecting the dots between PubMed articles

A story linking Pyruvate Kinase to Glutamine:

Molecule Article ID Title (4 documents, distance= 0.84, minimum clique size= 4)

Pyruvate Kinase 16511150 Crystallization and preliminary X-ray analysis of pyruvate kinase from
Bacillus stearothermophilus.

Pyruvate kinase (PK) from a moderate thermophile , Bacillus stearothermophilus (BstPK) , is an allosteric
enzyme activated by AMP and ribose 5-phosphate but not by fructose 1,6-bisphosphate (FBP).

Adenosine Diphosphate 3688482 Metabolism of round spermatids: kinetic properties of pyruvate kinase.
However , fructose 1,6-bisphosphate (FBP) stimulated the enzyme markedly by increasing its affinity for PEP.

Adenosine Triphosphate 9441794 Phosphoenolpyruvate prevents the decline in hepatic ATP and energy
charge after ischemia and reperfusion injury in rats.

The aim of this study was to examine the effects of PEP on hepatic energy metabolism at an early phase after
ischemia and reperfusion were examined in rats.

Glutamine 16552804 Alanyl-glutamine dipeptide inhibits hepatic ischemia-reperfusion injury
in rats.

To investigate the protective effect and mechanism of alanyl-glutamine dipeptide (Ala-Gln) against hepatic
ischemia-reperfusion injury in rats.

Example from case study 3, (https://bioinformatics.cs.vt.edu/connectingthedots/stories.html)
M. S. Hossain et al., “Connecting the Dots between PubMed Abstracts”. In: PLoS ONE, 2012.
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Uncovering the plot

• Multirelational data about some event, linking people,
locations, times, organisations, etc.

• Chains of conjunctive redescriptions (i.e. biclusters)
across multirelational data, relating these entities
together, identifying coalitions and connections

• Focus on information which is non-redundant, novel,
surprising and interesting

Wu et al.85 propose a maximum entropy model for scoring
chains of bi-clusters.

85 H. Wu et al., “Uncovering the plot: detecting surprising coalitions of entities in multi-relational schemas”. In:
Data Min. Knowl. Disc., 2014.
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Uncovering the plot
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Figure adapted from H. Wu et al., “Uncovering the plot: detecting surprising coalitions of entities in
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Relational redescription mining



Defining relational redescriptions

We consider relational data sets, containing relations between
objects in addition to the properties of individual objects
They can be represented by a hypergraph

Restriction: relations involving two objects, i.e. binary relations,
which can be represented by a usual edge graph

Propositional redescription: entities are individual objects,
characterized in terms of their attributes

Relational redescription: entities are object tuples,
characterized in terms of their attributes as well
as their relations

E. Galbrun and A. Kimmig, “Finding relational redescriptions”. In: Mach. Learn., 2014.
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Let’s look at an example …

Kinship and genealogical relations among the Alyawarra
(an indigenous community of Australia)

H
F F

H
F

H

F

F

H

F

spouse

parent

Aweniya

Agngiya

Umbaidya

Aleriya

Adardiya

Abamarliya

Anowadya

Aburliya

Anguriya
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Let’s look at an example …

A relational redescription

H
F F

H
FH

F

F

H

F

spouse

parent

Aweniya

Agngiya

Umbaidya

Aleriya

Adardiya

Abamarliya

Anowadya

Aburliya

Anguriya

#A #Z
Aleriya

#A #1

#Z

spouse

parent
male female

age <

#A

#1

#2

#Z

parent parent

parent

male

male

age <
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Defining relational redescriptions: predicates

node predicate: tests the value of an object’s attribute
νfemalesex (#1) #1

female

edge predicate: tests the value of two objects’ relation
ϵparentgen (#Z,#1) #Z #1

parent

comparison predicate: compares the value of an attribute
between two objects
ϕ<
age(#Z,#A) #A#Z age <

E. Galbrun and A. Kimmig, “Finding relational redescriptions”. In: Mach. Learn., 2014.
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Defining relational redescriptions: queries

A graph query is a definite clause of the form

q(#A, . . . ,#Z) : - p1, . . . ,pn.

where the body elements p1, . . . ,pn are node, edge and
comparison predicates
The head variables #A, . . . ,#Z are the query variables

Require linked queries: the edge predicates must connect the
query variables

q(#A,#Z) : - νmalesex (#A), ϵspousegen (#A,#1),
νfemalesex (#1), ϵparentgen (#Z,#1),
ϕ<
age(#A,#Z).

#A #1

#Z

spouse

parent
male female

age <

E. Galbrun and A. Kimmig, “Finding relational redescriptions”. In: Mach. Learn., 2014. 116



Defining relational redescriptions: support

A substitution θ = {Y1/oi1 , . . . , Yn/oin} denotes the match of
variables Yj in the query’s body to data objects oij
Each variable in the body must match to a different data node
while respecting the predicates
(subgraph isomorphism/θOI-subsumption)

An answer substitution is a substitution θ reduced to query
variables

The support of query q, supp(q), is the set of all its distinct
answer substitutions on the given data graph

E. Galbrun and A. Kimmig, “Finding relational redescriptions”. In: Mach. Learn., 2014.
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Defining relational redescriptions: support

A substitution of q(#A,#Z):
{#A/o3,#1/o4,#Z/o6}
corresponding answer substitution:
(o3,o6)

supp(q) = {(o1,o5), (o3,o6),

(o6,o8), (o6,o9), (o6,o10)}

H
F F

H
FH

F

F

H

F

spouse

parent

#A #1

#Z

spouse

parent
male female

age <

o1

o3

o5

o8
o9

o10

o2
o4

o7

o6
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Defining relational redescriptions

Given a data graph, a graph query language Q, similarity
threshold τ , and other potential constraints, the goal of
relational redescription mining is to find all redescriptions in
the data graph that satisfy all the constraints

E. Galbrun and A. Kimmig, “Finding relational redescriptions”. In: Mach. Learn., 2014.
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Related work

Pattern mining frequent subgraphs,92 tree queries,93

relational association rules (WARMeR)94

Statistical Relational Learning (SRL) collective classification95

Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) ALEPH,96 path finding97

92 X. Yan and J. Han, “gSpan: Graph-Based Substructure Pattern Mining”. In: ICDM, 2002.
93 B. Goethals, E. Hoekx and J. Van den Bussche, “Mining tree queries in a graph”. In: KDD, 2005.
94 B. Goethals and J. Van den Bussche, “Relational Association Rules: Getting WARMeR”. In: Explo. Workshop Patt.
Detec. and Disco., 2002.
95 P. Sen et al., “Collective Classification in Network Data”. In: AI Mag., 2008.
96 S. Muggleton. “Inverse Entailment and Progol”. In: New Generat. Comput., 1995.
97 I. M. Ong et al., “Mode Directed Path Finding”. In: ECML, 2005.
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Related work

Characterize individual nodes using surrounding relations
vs.

Describe connections between tuples of nodes

Galárraga et al.98 proposed a system for learning rules from
knowledge bases under the open world assumption

98 L. A. Galárraga et al., “AMIE: association rule mining under incomplete evidence in ontological knowledge bases”.
In: WWW, 2013.
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Finding relational redescriptions: an alternating scheme

1. Fix a pattern to obtain examples
2. Consider remaining attributes
3. Find a matching pattern
4. Swap roles and iterate

E. Galbrun and A. Kimmig, “Finding relational redescriptions”. In: Mach. Learn., 2014. 122
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Finding relational redescriptions: an alternating scheme

1. Fix a pattern to obtain examples
2. Consider remaining attributes
3. Find a matching pattern
4. Swap roles and iterate

#A #Z

#A #Z
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Subproblem: Query mining

3 Given a set of examples
and a subset of attributes

• Find a matching pattern

#A #Z
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Stepwise Approach

1. Enumerate connecting paths
and mine frequent path patterns

2. Build graph patterns from path patterns
3. Select a subset of graph patterns

In practice, steps 2. and 3. are interleaved,
to avoid costly mappings of unpromising patterns.
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1. Find path patterns

Starting with paths of length k = 1
1. Enumerate connecting paths
2. Mine frequent path patterns
3. Increase k by one and iterate

Until all examples are connected
or k exceeds a chosen threshold

#A #Z

→

min supp= 3

k = 1

#A #Z
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1. Find path patterns

Starting with paths of length k = 1
1. Enumerate connecting paths
2. Mine frequent path patterns
3. Increase k by one and iterate

Until all examples are connected
or k exceeds a chosen threshold

#A #Z

→

min supp= 3

k = 2

#A #Z
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1. Find path patterns

• Align all connecting paths for a fixed length k,
• represented as sequences,
• one set for each node/edge

• Frequent sequence mining
• special gap constraints

#A #Z

k = 2

→

min supp= 3

#A #Z

↓ ↑
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1. Find path patterns

Starting with paths of length k = 1
1. Enumerate connecting paths
2. Mine frequent path patterns
3. Increase k by one and iterate

Until all examples are connected
or k exceeds a chosen threshold

Outcome: a set of frequent path patterns
#A #Z

#A #Z
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2. Build graph patterns

3 Given a set of path patterns
and of examples

• Combine paths
to build graph patterns

#A #Z

#A #Z
→

#A #Z
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2. Build graph patterns

• How to combine path patterns?
#A #1 #2 #Z

c1
#A #1 #Z

c2

• Infinitely many combinations

#A

#1

#2 #Z
c3

#A

#1 #2

#3

#Z
c4

#A #1 #2

#3

#4

#Z
c5

• But few occuring in the data
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2. Build graph patterns

#A #1 #2 #Z
c1 #A #1 #Z

c2

13 5 52

44

81

82

#A #1 #2

#3

#4

#Z
c5

• Combination based on the data
• For each supporting example

• Map pattern path onto data nodes
• Generate maximal combination graph 130



2. Build graph patterns

#A #1 #2

#3

#4

#Z
c5

→ #A

#1 #2

#3

#Z
c4

• Reduce maximal patterns to their singular,
remove duplicate nodes,
with identical labels and identical neighbors

Outcome: a set of singular graph patterns #A #1 #Z
c2

#A

#1

#2 #Z
c3

#A

#1 #2

#3

#Z
c4 131



3. Select graph patterns

3 Given a set of graph patterns
and of examples

• Select a good cover

#A #1 #Z
c2

#A

#1

#2 #Z
c3

#A

#1 #2

#3

#Z
c4
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3. Select graph patterns

• Determine for each graph pattern
P = Number of covered examples
N = Number of other covered node pairs

• Greedy selection of patterns based on ratio P/(P+ N)

#A #1 #Z
c2

12/40

#A

#1

#2 #Z
c3

4/4

#A

#1 #2

#3

#Z
c4

7/10
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3. Select graph patterns

• Determine for each graph pattern
P = Number of covered examples
N = Number of other covered node pairs

• Greedy selection of patterns based on ratio P/(P+ N)

Outcome: a small set of graph patterns
best matching the examples #A

#1 #2

#3

#Z
c4

#A

#1

#2 #Z
c3
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Stepwise Approach

1. Enumerate connecting paths
and mine frequent path patterns

2. Build graph patterns from path patterns
3. Select a subset of graph patterns

• In practice, steps 2. and 3. are interleaved,
to avoid costly mappings of unpromising patterns.
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Richer query languages



Time-Series Redescriptions

In some cases, the temporal dimension is crucial

Finance evolution of the value of selected stocks
Industry tracking machinery sensor measurements
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Time-Series Redescriptions

In addition to the two data sets,
consider an attribute t that encode times

Look for conditional redescriptions of the shape

(p,q) | [a ≤ t ≤ b]

Focus on what happen in the time window [a,b]

• Disregard what happens outside the time window
• Require that the redescription does not hold outside the
time window

M. Humble. Redescription Mining on Financial Time Series Data. Tech. rep. Uni des Saarlandes MPII, 2018.
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Subgraph Redescriptions

In chemistry, one might consider the structure of molecules as
represented in the form of graphs

Look for associations between

• presence of some substructures
• properties of the molecule, e.g. being toxic or mutagenic,
reacting to a particular protein, etc
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Subgraph Redescriptions

Entities chemical molecules
Left-hand side transactional graph data set, one small graph

representing the structure of each molecule
Right-hand side data table, various attributes recording the

properties of each molecule

N
H H [GCUT SMR 0 ≤ − 0.634]

∧[5.68 ≤ vsa base ≤ 5.69]
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Multi-query Redescriptions

Going beyond two views

Given data divided into k tables D1,D2, . . . ,Dk
find k queries (q1,q2, . . . ,qk), over the respective data tables.

How to measure similarity?

• Compute pairwise distances di,j = d(qi,qj) and aggregate
• taking the maximum d(q1,q2, . . . ,qk) = maxdi,j
• taking the sum d(q1,q2, . . . ,qk) =

∑
di,j

• Compute k-way Jaccard similarity coefficient

J(q1,q2, . . . ,qk) =
|supp(q1) ∩ supp(q2) ∩ . . . ∩ supp(qk)|
|supp(q1) ∪ supp(q2) ∪ . . . ∪ supp(qk)|
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Multi-modal Redescriptions

Instead of adding views, add dimensions to each view

Rather than two tables
sites× species and sites× climate

have two tensors
sites× species× time and sites× climate× time

An example redescription could be
polar bear@[year ≤ 1970] ∼ [−7.07 ≤ t5 ≤ −3.38]@[year ≤ 1970]
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Part IV

Wrap-Up
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Summary

Definition of redescription mining is about describing
objects in multiple ways

Algorithms are related to different data analysis techniques
Applications exist in diverse domains

• More applications to come!
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Open problems

Mining and visualizing a set of redescriptions Current
methods work one redescription a time; no direct
way to mine sets of redescriptions.

Other query languages and quality measures Should the
constraints be merged to the quality function as
regularizers? How can temporal or multi-modal
data be handled?

Avoid overfitting How to make sure the redescriptions
generalize while mining them?

Applications Broaden the knowledge of redescription mining.
Application-specific issues to redescription
mining: are we asking the right questions?

143



Open problems cont’d

Scalability The algorithms need to scale to billions of entities
and to hundreds of thousands of attributes. Data
type (numerical vs. Boolean) will play a role.

Parallel and distributed computing To which extend we can
leverage parallel and distributed computing to
scale redescription mining algorithms?

Anytime algorithms Anytime algorithms are important for
data exploration.

Provable properties Can we prove that we find good
redescriptions if they’re present in the data? Or
can we prove it is NP-hard?
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